HIVE OF
INDUSTRY
Many local craftsmen have busied themselves on Bee Cottage, a brandnew 17th-century-style dwelling built from scratch on the ruins of an
old piggery on the Ferne estate in Wiltshire. With the help of
Edward Hurst, an antique dealer and interior consultant, Claudia, Lady
Rothermere, came up with a richly storied residence for two of her
children, filling it with rare furniture and decorating it with panache.
Ruth Guilding gets a buzz out of her visit. Photography: Tim Beddow

Opposite: the joinery in the cross passage-cum-entrance hall was designed by Edward using 18th-century reclaimed French oak whose
original finishes and patinas are preserved. The ingenious pegging allows for one panel to be removed to bring large furniture upstairs.
This page: with something of the look of the manor house at Hammoon in Dorset, Bee Cottage is thatched using the local longstraw style. One chimney doubles as a tower for the bell, which is sometimes rung by Lord Rothermere to wake any late-sleeping inmates

In the sitting room, the huge George II painted breakfront
bookcase, the early 19th-century Caucasian carpet,
the wing chair and the Scottish ottoman, both with their
original needlework upholstery, were all provided by
Edward Hurst. Arranged on an oak refectory table from
the West Horsley sale sits 16th-century armour
that was once part of the Tower of London’s collection

Top: Claudia snapped up the coffin stool, one of a pair, at the Duchess of Roxburghe’s sale, and Edward found the early 19th-century gilt
side table in Rococo Revival manner. The rush matting comes from Waveney Apple Growers. Above: Edward also tracked down the
kitchen’s enormous Bath dresser, while the set of six Charles II carved-oak side chairs comes from the above-mentioned West Horsley sale

The kitchen sink is a marriage of reclaimed materials,
consisting of an ancient stone basin discovered
by Claudia, taps and drawers sourced by Edward and a
draining board cut from old billiard-table slates. The
photograph of a St Petersburg scene is by Charles March
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couple went to see a derelict
estate set under rolling hills, its lands marching alongside Cran
borne Chase. Ferne had been settled since the 13th century, but
during the previous 30 years or so its house had been taken down,
its landscape had become degraded and the walled garden had
been used as a rubbish tip. Undeterred, Lord and Lady Rothermere
embarked on the long process of building a new house for their
family here, of restoring the woods and park and laying out new
gardens that would knit up the landscape more effectively.
By trial, error and sheer perseverance, all this was gradually ac
complished. Avenues, parterres and topiary clothed the house,
there was a potager and flower garden,
and rare White Park cattle grazed the park.
Just one piece of the jigsaw puzzle was
missing. The piggery was a tumbledown
cart shed that had reached the end of its
useful life. Claudia, Lady Rothermere,
dreamed of rebuilding and recasting the
edifice to some new purpose, but when its
fabric proved structurally unsound they
decided to raze it to the ground.
In its place, there now stands a remark
able new building. It is not exactly a folly
or cottage orné, or even some ancient ver
nacular dwelling reconjured, more an act
of romantic homage and pure flight of
the imagination. Claudia was its creator,
dreaming it up for her eldest son, Vere,
now 22, and his twoyearsyounger sis
ter, Eleanor. Its three bedrooms, kitchens,

bathrooms and long parlourcumsitting room serve as their self
contained guest cottage, an annex to the main house. Claudia’s
creative partner in this enterprise was antique dealer and interior
consultant Edward Hurst. His fantastic idea was to devise some
thing that might once have been the wing of an old house that fell
into disrepair during the Civil War, was repaired in the late 17th
century and then modernised in the 1820s – the romantic dwell
ing named Bee Cottage in which we are all three now standing.
Edward is a man of legendary resources and deep academic
knowledge who scours England for singular objects from the 17th
to 19th centuries, ones that retain their ancient patinas, original
painted finishes and rare craftsmanship.
Claudia had been slowly collecting an
tiques and salvaging old materials from all
over the estate at Ferne. Among her accu
mulations were a little stainedglass panel
– ‘That was one of the first things that I
ever bought in Glasgow’ – stored for years
afterwards in a cupboard but now light
ing the groundfloor loo in Bee Cottage,
where miniature bricks ‘saved from a de
molished greenhouse here’ make up its
floor. The entrance hall or Stone Hall, a
convincingly ancientlooking screens
passage, owes something of its charac
ter to the hall in Arne Maynard’s Welsh
house (WoI May 2015). As a whole, Bee
Cottage is in part an act of ‘homage to
Athelhampton, my fatherinlaw’s house
that his mother sold’, she tells me, but there

Top: the master bedroom is seen over an 1830s daybed covered in fragments of 17th-century Aubusson tapestry. The four-poster dates
from the previous century. The shutters were inspired by those at the Jacobean Hanford School in Dorset. Above: the lampshade of
antique crewel work was made by Georgiana Grose, while Polly Lyster appliqué’d the old linen bedspread with 17th-century gold bullion

At Bonhams Claudia bought the Queen Anne blackand-gold double corner cupboard in the master
bathroom. Edward’s son Tom located the overmantel
painting. The bath is from the Water Monopoly

are ‘bits of Great Dixter and Lutyens chucked in’, and shutters and
window seats copied from a nearby 17th-century house that is now
Hanford School (WoI Sept 2012), attended by both their daughters.
It is the very exact historical detailing contributed by Edward
and the use of so many authentic old materials that lend this place
its archaic, atavistic feel. An early 17th-century mullioned stone
window that he found in a reclamation yard in Exeter now lights
the cottage’s gable end, and the skinny proportions of its little
lights taught them not to be over-generous when designing the
windows on the main façade. Two massive beams bisecting the
kitchen ceiling were reused from the piggery. Claudia and Edward
both became ‘obsessed with sourcing 16thcentury doors’ and Edward oversaw the
painstaking rebuilding and reframing that
returned these fragile objects to everyday
use. Their builder, Martin Price, a man of
sterling worth, drove a van to France to
collect the reclaimed 18th-century oak
boards that retain their original surfaces
and finishes. Despite all its complexity, the
many different local craftsmen involved
and the lack of a time limit, the build progressed efficiently and smoothly.
Bee Cottage stands on a sloping site,
and indoors and out, steps and changes of
ceiling height contribute to its feeling of
settled longevity. As with any old house
of many periods, there is a hierarchy of
styles, with the largest windows at what
might have been the solar end lighting the

sitting room. Upstairs, humbler cottage windows have skinny
oaken frames, the second bedroom is floored with pine and all the
boards are left dry and unpolished. Kitchen draining boards cut
from old billiard-table slates are entirely convincing (‘The back
kitchen is just a dream,’ Claudia says). Hurst has sourced exceptional pieces of large architectural furniture, bookcases, china
cupboards and a beautifully plain kitchen table with legs in cherryred paint that came from the Cefntilla Court sale in 2015. Claudia
haunted the furniture sales at Christie’s South Kensington and
found beds, tables and chairs of exactly the right dates at the
Duchess of Roxburghe’s sale at West Horsley (WoI Sept 2015). In
a final touch, Hurst’s then assistant, Charlotte Ashe, who died very recently and is
described by him as a ‘phenomenal coordinator’, sourced fabrics, papers and all
the utilitarian necessaries, ensuring that
‘nothing plastic-y’ can be seen here.
Bee Cottage sits entirely settled within
Ferne’s gardens; Magnolia grandiflora and
climbing roses will soon have reached as
far as the bedroom window in the gable
end, built into the old stone courses of the
walled garden. Claudia and her executor
Edward are untroubled by issues of originality or pastiche. Bee Cottage is a brilliant
creative collaboration drawn from many
influences, ‘but then it becomes a building, a house, all of its own’, she says $
To contact Edward Hurst, ring 01722 718859,
or visit edwardhurst.com

Top: Vere, 22, and his younger sister Eleanor put up friends in this guest bedroom. Here the bedspreads were made by Polly Lyster,
while Edward supplied the brass-and-iron beds. Pine planks were used for this room, unlike the 18th-century oak boards
elsewhere. Above: the room is hung with Mauny wallpaper from Zuber. On the chest of drawers stands a Wemyss-ware garniture

In Eleanor’s bedroom, the doors are furnished with
old sprung latches. Above a 17th-century cedar press,
bought at Christie’s South Kensington, hangs a
French bevelled-plate-cushion looking glass of similar
vintage. The bed’s crewel-work fabrics are from Zoffany

